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W
hile I can say that the world of remote-controlled 

machines has been my ‘job’ for almost half of my life, 

it can also be said that a select bunch of these boats, 

especially the sail craft, have allowed your writer to help some 

friends through tough times in their lives. R/C yachts, by their 

nature, have some of the lowest to-the-lake parts counts of any 

model marine craft; so, you can easily transport/enjoy them at a 

moment’s notice. With that said, we’ll now start this three-part 

article by detailing the few changes made to a pre-built sailboat 

which will, as the story progresses, become what we will call a 

therapy craft.

PART ONE – WW18 CHANGES 

As reviewed in the January 2014 issue of MMI, the ProBoat 

Westward 18 yacht has remained trouble-free since its testing 

programme; but, as is the case with the majority of hobbyists, 

I’ve made a few changes to the small hull as it was further 

sailed at the lake. With some looseness noted on the deck-

mounted metal rigging eyelets I used some 15-minute epoxy/

micro balloons mixture to secure/waterproof the eyelets to 

the moulded plastic hull. A small ball bearing fishing swivel 

was affixed to the jib sail deck eyelet/boom connection as 

this arrangement allowed the small jib to swing more freely in 

light wind conditions. As for the bulk of the Westward’s stock 

sail rigging, it has proven to be heavy-duty enough to work 

well since the boat was taken out of its kit box; so, no cord-

exchanges have been made yet on the vessel. As is the case 

on many RTR sail craft, the most likely rigging-wear point would 

be the jib/main sail control sheets and the ProBoat hull’s sheets 

have only shown some minor wear where they pass through the 

deck openings.
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In regard to this trait this month’s ‘trick’ will be one technique you 

can use to replace/upgrade your RTR yacht’s control sheets or 

any other of the hull’s various sail-set lines. Braided fishing line has 

been used for some time now for rigging entire model sailboats; 

however, you’ll have to closely match the extra-tough angling 

line to your RTR hull’s various fittings to avoid problems. Luckily, 

many braided line manufacturers provide diameter charts that 

clearly indicate each pound test size of the boxed line and if you 

know the diameter of your vessel’s stock bowsies, etc., you can 

ensure no slippage of the sails or mast once the new braided lines 

are on the boat. You may have to go way up on the braided line’s 

strength chart to match your existing sheets and cords but there’s 

no problem with using extra-strength line on most model yachts 

especially as you go up in sail area on a larger hull/sail-set.

PART TWO – THE SANIBEL CONNECTION 

Just over ten years ago Judy, a close friend of my wife Karren, 

contracted pancreatic cancer and after only six months had lost 

her fight with the disease. Judy’s husband, Mike, was able to keep 

going with his life; however, Karren felt that he would greatly benefit 

from a hobby to help fill the time away from his work. As you’d 

expect, I thought that perhaps a R/C boat of some kind would be 

a good fit for Mike, so I began to think about what style of model 

marine craft would best suit my friend. My first concern centred on 

the fact that Mike’s health issues included some hand tremors and 

having a transmitter in his hands would be slightly difficult for him. 

Second, Mike’s access to a suitable body of water would be 

greatly affected by what kind of boat he had. It seemed fairly clear 

that Mike was interested in trying a R/C sailboat on for size; plus, 

I’d done some online research that would help your scribe figure 

out if a wind powered hull would be right for Mike.

Since Mike lived just outside the Atlanta, Georgia area, I also 

searched the web for model boat clubs within a fifty-mile radius of 

his home. Luckily, I found a club that regularly ran scale boats, sail 

craft and some fast electric vessels on a pond situated within a 

large park setting and the club’s website had plenty of information 

and images that revealed their fleet and personnel. Now certain that 

a model yacht was a possibility in my friend’s near future, the next 

step was choosing/setting up the right boat for the man. 

At the time, the two I’d most thought about would have been the 

Victor Models V32 and the ProBoat Sanibel 36 RTR sailboats. Both 

of these hulls were good, basic boats that could be transported in 

a mid-sized vehicle without the need to breakdown their sail-sets 

which meant Mike wouldn’t have to setup/breakdown the sails with 

his hand problem. Having tested and sailed both of these designs I 

knew the V32 and the Sanibel could be handled by a novice sailor 

like Mike and in the end I chose the ProBoat design; yet, before 

my friend could begin his model yachting experiences I did some 

tinkering to the RTR boat to ensure Mike would have no unwanted 

gremlins with the pre-built yacht.

As sold, the Sanibel 36 had good lines and a stout sail/control 

arrangement; but, it  did suffer a bit due to a couple of simple 

glitches; too much deck decoration and too much control sheet 

travel. Fixing the deck area would prevent any water from entering 

Before the Westward 18 hull could be transported to my friend 

Mike it needed a bit of workbench time to become the daily sailor 

I always try to make each boat

Using the tried and tested sealing method of thickened epoxy the 

18’s deck eyelets were given a thin layer of the adhesive. This 

trick was also used on the Sanibel 36’s deck gear

When choosing a braided fishing line to replace your RTR 

sailboat’s stock sail rigging, you’ll need to closely match the line 

diameter to the hull’s OEM cords to ensure there’s no slippage 

on any of the adjusting bowsies
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PART THREE – THE WESTWARD 18 

INTRODUCTION 

Soon after Mike gave away his yacht, he realised that he wanted 

another sailing craft; but, like me, he would first have to do a lot 

of research to help him determine which RTR hull would be the 

best fit for his current circumstances. Although he’d still be sailing 

at the same lake locations, Mike had purchased a smaller vehicle 

and this meant an equally smaller yacht than the Sanibel 36 would 

be necessary as well. With a slight nudge from me, Mike began 

to focus on the before-mentioned Westward 18 sail craft, so I 

began a short upgrade programme on my example of the 18. A 

slight looseness on the deck’s hatch cover/opening was noted 

and the cause was that the canopy’s single neo magnet was 

slightly misaligned. Adding a 2 mm nylon spacer and some epoxy 

returned the tight hatch lock to the moulded deck opening and after 

rechecking the yacht’s sail-set and control layout, the only other 

chore was to add some additional decoration to the deck spaces 

using some regular vinyl sheeting.

through the various railings, covers, etc. and this meant using 

epoxy to seal all of the hull’s metal/composite scale parts. To help 

prevent water getting past the hatch cover, two very strong neo 

magnets from the hardware store made it possible to actually lift 

the entire boat by simply holding the cover between two fingers!

As for the control sheet travel glitch, their stock travel positions 

were moved to new metal eyelets and the transmitter’s sail control 

stick was given a limiting bar on the inner pot. Whenever I go about 

making any RTR sail craft into what I call a ‘daily runner’, the goal 

is to make the vessel as tough and strong as is possible within 

the design of the hull. Unlike a full-on race-style yacht that might 

be sailed once or twice a month, a daily sailor should be capable 

of withstanding the rigors of being pushed, dropped, banged and 

generally dinged while it’s transported to the lake. Plus, since this 

particular RTR sailboat was going to a novice your scribe went even 

further with the 36’s overall modifications.

As a result, when the finished marine craft was delivered to Mike 

he was able to enjoy the Sanibel without any input other than a 

regular replacement of its required 12 AA batteries. Although he 

would eventually become a solitary sailor, Mike continually ran the 

36 for several years with no input from me, minus one change I 

recommended. A larger-profile rudder, made up from the stock 

blade and two sections of thin plastic sheet was made and mailed 

to my friend and Mike sailed the Sanibel until two years ago. At 

that time he passed the boat along to another family that had lost a 

Father and this therapy craft is (hopefully) still being enjoyed today.
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Similar to the dual neo magnet hatch setup, added to the Sanibel 

36 hull, the smaller Westward’s canopy single magnet ‘latch’ 

received an additional spacer and epoxy fix to ensure that the 

cover’s grip to the hatch opening remained tight once Mike began 

sailing the boat on a regular basis

With a small ball bearing fishing swivel on the jib boom pivot 

point, and a simple pair of vinyl darts on either side of the eyelet, 

the Westward 18 both catches air more easily and has a bit of 

extra style out on the water

Shown here after his first sail with the Westward 18 my friend 

Mike is again model sailing due to the boat’s simple design/setup 

points

Although no changes were made on the 18’s internal control 

system, all components were closely checked before the sail 

craft was transported to Mike’s location
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FUTURE TWEAKS OF THE 18 

Once Mike has run his latest sail craft for a few months, I’m 

imagining that he could decide to make a couple of basic changes 

to the hull’s general makeup. Mike’s hand problems could see the 

addition of a small on/off switch affixed to the outer deck, as this 

would make it easier to power-up the boat lakeside.

Another radio gear upgrade for the vessel could be a mini AA 

NiMH battery pack to replace the stock 4-cell AA battery holder 

as the AA pack could be positioned well away from the sail winch’s 

control sheets and/or its bundle of wire leads.

Finally, in the event that the twin control sheets begin to cut into 

the deck’s fairlead tubes replacing them with some nylon/Teflon 

fittings could occur.

Beyond that, Mike now has his second therapy craft and your 

scribe couldn’t be happier for his sailing buddy. Now I need to get 

my own smaller sailboat for those times when we can manage to 

see/visit each other! Talk to you next time. MMI

Normally used on R/C aircraft surfaces, the Monokote trim 

sheets are easy to cut and mount using a soapy water solution 

followed by a quick run over with a flexible nylon scraper. Simple 

red ‘darts’ made from a bright red Monokote sheet went on the 

forward deck while smaller deck pads of the same colour went 

around the hatch area.

As this month’s ‘tip’, the use of these trim sheets can improve the 

looks of any model craft; plus, since they were designed for use on 

R/C aircraft, the thin vinyl is also fuel proof as well.

A small piece of gloss black sheet was used to resemble a 

scale hatch opening and to just add some contrast to the new red 

colour on the hull’s deck. Again, the whole vessel was tweaked 

to make it a true daily sailor and this past October it was time 

to deliver the Westward 18 to its new owner. The reaction from 

Mike clearly showed he was ready to sail again and it wasn’t long 

before we loaded-up his vehicle and headed for one of his favourite 

sailing lakes. Again, this body of water had an ample parking/boat 

launching area and after doing a simple power-up/range check of 

the boat’s radio gear the yacht was moving away from the dock 

with only a slight wind.

After a few circuits around the lake’s slightly enclosed shoreline, 

we did make a couple of small tweaks to the sail-set/servo sheets/

cords to better suit Mike’s sailing skills. The 2.4 GHz stick-style 

transmitter, that came with the boat, fitted Mike’s hands and his 

handshakes were minimal as he could rest/grip the Tx case while 

he piloted the hull. Like my friend, Mike was quick to mention he 

could use the new deck decorations to help make sure the yacht 

was tracking the way he’d planned, especially at a long distance 

from his point on the dock. Altogether, Mike ran the Westward 

18 for almost an hour and if you look closely at the photograph 

of him you can see the enjoyment he (and Karren and I) had that 

day. After we’d ended our visit with Mike he would indicate via text 

messages that he’d had several good sailing days at the lakes near 

his Georgia home. As we get older many modellers begin to lose 

interest in going to the pond for a sail, yet if they’re lucky, a therapy 

craft can spark fresh interest in heading for the nearest sailing lake.
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In the future Mike may decide to update the hull with a smaller 

onboard AAA battery pack and/or a Rx switch plus, the hull might 

demand some new fairlead guides due to normal wear of a daily 

sailor yacht

By adding a few tweaks to an already well-designed pre-built sail craft you can ensure that no matter how often you transport, sail or 

bump your hull around, the marine craft will always sail trouble-free at the pond


